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This paper investigates the extent of tiger (Panthera tigris) vocal individuality through both qualita-

tive and quantitative approaches using long distance roars from six individual tigers at Omaha’s

Henry Doorly Zoo in Omaha, NE. The framework for comparison across individuals includes sta-

tistical and discriminant function analysis across whole vocalization measures and statistical pattern

classification using a hidden Markov model (HMM) with frame-based spectral features comprised

of Greenwood frequency cepstral coefficients. Individual discrimination accuracy is evaluated as a

function of spectral model complexity, represented by the number of mixtures in the underlying

Gaussian mixture model (GMM), and temporal model complexity, represented by the number of se-

quential states in the HMM. Results indicate that the temporal pattern of the vocalization is the

most significant factor in accurate discrimination. Overall baseline discrimination accuracy for this

data set is about 70% using high level features without complex spectral or temporal models. Accu-

racy increases to about 80% when more complex spectral models (multiple mixture GMMs) are

incorporated, and increases to a final accuracy of 90% when more detailed temporal models (10-

state HMMs) are used. Classification accuracy is stable across a relatively wide range of configura-

tions in terms of spectral and temporal model resolution. VC 2013 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4789936]

PACS number(s): 43.80.Ka [JJF] Pages: 1762–1769

I. INTRODUCTION

Unlike its smaller relatives, the tiger is known as a roar-

ing cat, a distinguishing vocal attribute shared only with

other species belonging to the genus Panthera. Although not

universally accepted, the capacity to roar is generally taken

to be the vocal attribute of a specialized hyoid apparatus in

which the normally ossified and consequently rigid epihyoi-

dium exhibited by most other representatives of Felidae is

instead ligamentous and, therefore, elastic among representa-

tives of the genus, Panthera. This anatomical specialization

reputedly allows tigers and other species within Panthera to

increase the length of the vocal tract during the act of roaring

and, as a consequence, produce the intense low-frequency

signature of the call (Weissengruber et al., 2002). Roaring,

however, is but one of numerous calls in the tiger’s vocal

repertoire. Hissing, grunting, growling, snarling, gasping,

and chuffing are also prominent utterances that are used to

express attitudes and intentions in a variety of social settings

(Powell, 1957; Schaller, 1967; Peters, 1978). Some calls,

like the full-throated confrontational roar, are impressively

loud, while others, like chuffing, are just audible within a

few feet of the source. This wide dynamic range is largely a

manifestation of the tiger’s larynx; the flat and broad medial

surface of its relatively massive vocal folds (Hast, 1989;

Weissengruber et al., 2002; Titze et al., 2010) enables the

big cat to produce surprisingly low phonation thresholds and

extraordinary output (Titze et al., 2010; Klemuk et al.,
2011).

Many studies have shown the presence of distinctive

vocal features across a wide range of animal species

(McGregor, 1993; Suthers, 1994). The degree of individual-

ity, and the difficulty in extracting and using acoustic cues to

identify individuals, differs among species (Eakle et al.,
1989; Gibert et al., 1994; Puglisi and Adamo, 2004). The

goal of this study was to determine the extent to which indi-

vidual tigers can be identified on the basis of the acoustical

properties of one specific, representative call, the long dis-

tance roar (LDR) that is sometimes referred to as a territorial

roar, an estrus roar, an intense mew, or a moan (Peters,

1978; Walsh et al., 2010; Walsh et al., 2011b). The LDR

appears to be one, if not the most common vocalization pro-

duced by tigers both in captivity and in the wild, often being

repeated frequently for a period of 1 or 2 h. While not exten-

sively studied in an ethological context, the call appears to

operate in a variety of settings and is clearly intended to

advertise an individual’s presence. The call, a deep throated
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ahh-rooom typically lasting between 1 and 2 s, has all of the

acoustic properties necessary to propagate through the envi-

ronment for long distances, and field biologists and natural-

ists refer to the call as “one of the most thrilling noises one

can hear in the jungle” (Powell, 1957).

There is a wide variety of approaches commonly used to

evaluate a species’ vocal individuality. Multivariate statisti-

cal approaches are often employed to establish quantitative

measures, including methods such as discriminant function

analysis (DFA), multivariate analysis of variance (MAN-

OVA) and principal components analysis (Fristrup and Wat-

kins, 1992; Leong et al., 2002; Riede and Zuberbuhler,

2003). Such approaches have been used to establish the pres-

ence of vocal individuality in studies of many different spe-

cies, including avian (Bauer and Nagl, 1992; Peake et al.,
1998), canine (Durbin, 1998; Darden et al., 2003), and pri-

mate (Jorgensen and French, 1998) species. Beyond the ba-

sic statistical approach, a number of more complex pattern

recognition approaches have also been used in the context of

individual identification. Neural networks have successfully

identified individuals from their vocalizations in tungara

frogs (Phelps and Ryan, 1998; Phelps and Ryan, 2000), fal-

low deer (Reby et al., 1997; Reby et al., 1998), Gunnison’s

prairie dogs (Placer and Slobodchikoff, 2000), and killer

whales (Deecke et al., 1999). Hidden Markov models

(HMM) have been used to demonstrate the presence of vocal

individuality in a few species including elephants (Clemins

et al., 2005) and song birds (Wilde and Menon, 2003;

Trawicki et al., 2005). Advantages of such pattern recogni-

tion approaches include the ability to incorporate more com-

plex models of both spectral and temporal vocalization

characteristics.

This paper investigates the extent of tiger vocal individ-

uality through both qualitative and quantitative approaches,

using the LDR taken from tigers at Omaha’s Henry Doorly

Zoo in Omaha, NE. Section II gives an overview of the data

set used and describes the qualitative and quantitative meas-

ures, classification techniques, and the experimental design

procedure. Section III presents the results, followed by a dis-

cussion in Sec. IV and final conclusions in Sec. V.

II. METHODS

A. Data set

LDR vocalizations were acquired from six tigers

between November 2009 and March 2010 at Omaha’s Henry

Doorly Zoo. Representatives of the Amur, Bengal, and

Malayan subspecies, Panthera tigris altaica, Panthera tigris
tigris, and Panthera tigris jacksoni, respectively, were

included in the study. Animals were housed individually

within a single large indoor/outdoor complex, and animals

were frequently rotated between indoor and outdoor exhibits.

Each animal was recorded in multiple sessions in acousti-

cally similar outdoor enclosures. Sessions generally lasted

between 1 to 4 h and occurred between 7 a.m. and 2 a.m.

Vocalizations were recorded using an Earthworks

QTC50 small-diaphragm omnidirectional condenser micro-

phone (Earthworks Precision Audio, Milford, NH) that was

spectrally flat between 3 Hz and 50 kHz (þ/�1.5 dB). The

microphone was fitted with an Earthworks OMW1 teardrop

windscreen and interfaced to a Fusion high resolution digital

audio recorder (Zaxcom, Inc., Pompton Plains, NJ) and data

were acquired using 24 bits per sample at a sampling rate of

44.1 kHz. Prior to analysis, files were converted to 16 bits

and parsed into segments that contained calls from a single

individual, including contiguous segments of the background

acoustical environment before and after each call for use in

preprocessing. Calls containing artifact (e.g., noise from zoo

visitors or vehicles) that overlapped with the tiger call of in-

terest were excluded from analyses. Sound files were further

parsed into single calls produced by a clearly identified indi-

vidual, and then analyzed using both whole-vocalization

measures and frame-based measures, as described in detail

in Sec. II B 4. The ambient background noise varied within

and across recording sessions, with an average signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) of 12.6 dB. SNR was directly calculated

from the mean-squared energy of the signal segments, using

neighboring silence regions to determine noise power as the

mean-squared signal energy. Table I shows a profile of the

data set, including a total of 306 calls included for analysis

and classification, representing a total useable waveform

time of 247 s and 16 476 individual acoustic frames.

B. Vocalization analysis and features

1. Preprocessing and signal enhancement

In order to improve signal quality and limit the impact

of ambient background noise on the classification experi-

ments, the recorded vocalizations were first processed using

an Ephraim-Malah filter (Ephraim and Malah, 1985). The

Ephraim-Malah filter is a well-established speech enhance-

ment method commonly used for human speech. The method

works in the frequency domain to estimate the maximum

likelihood clean signal magnitude in each frequency bin,

TABLE I. Profile of vocalization data set.

Tiger ID no. Sex Subspecies Number of calls used for analysis Waveform time (s) Number of analysis frames Mean SNR (dB)

1 Male Malayan 46 48 3196 17.5

2 Male Amur 90 57 3796 9.3

3 Female Bengal 16 24 1596 18.0

4 Female Amur 49 37 2496 17.7

5 Female Amur 14 21 1396 13.9

6 Female Amur 91 60 3996 9.6

Total 306 247 16 476
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given the original signal and an estimate of the background

noise from a neighboring silence region. Application of the

Ephraim-Malah filter reduced and equalized background

noise around the calls. Following the application of the pre-

processing filter, the individual vocalizations were further

segmented to remove silence regions prior to HMM

classification.

2. Qualitative analysis

Vocalizations were qualitatively inspected and com-

pared across individuals using traditional spectrogram analy-

sis (Freeman, 2000; Hartwig, 2005), with emphasis on the

fundamental frequency contour which is often a dominating

feature for discriminating individuals across a single call

type. The power spectrum of the central stationary portion of

each vocalization was also calculated and plotted for qualita-

tive comparison in the frequency domain. Beyond these

basic approaches, statistical box plots and histograms were

plotted for several of the whole-vocalization and frame-

based features described in Sec. II B 3, as a method for

qualitative interpretation of the differences across

individuals.

3. Whole-vocalization measures

Four whole-vocalization measures were used to repre-

sent individual characteristics for this study: average dura-

tion, maximum f0, minimum f0, and average f0. All of the

measures were obtained using Praat (Boersma, 1993), a soft-

ware application for acoustic signal analysis. Average dura-

tion was computed by directly averaging the durations of the

manually-segmented calls for each individual. Fundamental

frequency measures were extracted by applying pitch analy-

sis using Praat software.

4. Frame-based spectral measures

Greenwood frequency cepstral coefficients (GFCCs)

(Clemins and Johnson, 2006; Ren et al., 2009) were used as

the primary frame-based spectral features for the HMM-

based classification experiments. GFCCs are a generalization

of the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient representation

which is widely used in human speech processing and recog-

nition, adapted to characterize a broader range of species.

GFCCs are frequency-warped cepstral coefficients that rep-

resent the underlying spectral shape of each frame of data,

calculated as the discrete cosine transform of log filter-bank

energies taken from the signal’s discrete Fourier transform,

as illustrated in more detail in Fig. 1.

The GFCC feature representation has proven to be

effective for many terrestrial and aquatic mammals’ acoustic

pattern classification and applications. The warping function

is based on Greenwood’s work in the mammalian auditory

system (Greenwood, 1961), and requires species-specific pa-

rameters that can be determined from audiogram data if

available or alternatively from approximate lower and upper

extrema frequencies of the hearing range of the species

under study, denoted fmin and fmax. In this work, fmin and fmax

are set to 50 and 5000 Hz, respectively, based on prior work

in this species (Walsh et al., 2008; Walsh et al., 2011a).

Because GFCCs have the capacity to incorporate a model of

the species’ perceptual auditory warping function, they are

often an effective choice of spectral features for representing

vocal characteristics.

The GFCC coefficients are computed and normalized

by subtracting the mean value across the utterance. In

addition to GFCCs, the normalized log energy in each

frame is also used as a feature. This is a relative energy

measure, taken as the log of the difference between the

time-domain energy of each frame and that of the overall

utterance. Following calculation of the GFCCs and log

energy, the velocity (first derivative) and acceleration (sec-

ond derivative) of the features are computed over a five-

frame window and appended to create the final feature

vector, as shown in Fig. 1.

In these experiments, features were extracted from

vocalizations using a 25 ms moving Hamming window with

15 ms overlap. Twelve mean-normalized GFCC coefficients

plus normalized log energy, along with velocity and acceler-

ation, are computed for a total of 39 features per frame (Ren

et al., 2009). The programming toolkit used to implement

feature extraction, as well as HMM training and testing, is

the hidden Markov model toolkit from Cambridge Univer-

sity (Young et al., 2006).

5. Classification and Voice Identification Methodology

a. Statistical and discriminative function analysis. Sta-

tistical analysis methods for this work include an analysis of

variance (ANOVA) of the four whole-vocalization measures,

as well as DFA. The F-test statistic and p-value from the

ANOVA results were used to test for equality of means

across the six individuals in the data set, and to identify

which of the five measures were useful in discriminating

across individuals. DFA was then performed, using all four

measures taken together, as well as a subset of those meas-

ures indicating statistically significant differentiation with

respect to individuals.

FIG. 1. Feature extraction in each

frame, including front-end signal

enhancement, cepstral coefficient

and log energy calculation, mean

normalization, and appended veloc-

ity and acceleration coefficients.
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b. HMM. Temporal modeling and classification of the

individual vocalizations was implemented using a HMM

framework. The HMM is a statistical state machine model

used in nearly all human speech processing and recognition

studies (Juang, 1984). In recent years, the use of HMMs for

animal vocalization classification in species such as ele-

phants and dolphins (Roch et al., 2007) has also achieved

promising results. In essence, a HMM maps states in the

model to a sequential pattern of acoustic observations, ena-

bling calculation of a probabilistic match between the obser-

vation sequence and the underlying model. The individual

statistical models within each state can be as simple as a sin-

gle Gaussian distribution, represented by the mean and var-

iance of frames that line up with that particular state.

Typically more complex statistical models are used, such as

Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), but the concept is the

same. A simple illustration of this is shown in Fig. 2, using a

sequence of three states where each state is modeled statisti-

cally as a Gaussian mixture model of the underlying features

(Huang et al., 2001).

Since each state corresponds to a single fixed statistical

model, the number of states chosen for the HMM can be

thought of as representing the number of different temporal

segments in the vocalization type under study. The number

of mixtures in the individual GMMs, then, can be thought of

as representing the complexity of the spectral model used for

each individual component. The primary limitation associ-

ated with increasing the number of states and number of

mixtures used in a HMM is the amount of data available for

estimation of model parameters.

c. Parameter variation and evaluation methodology. In

addition to evaluating the presence and degree of vocal indi-

viduality within LDRs, one of the primary goals of this study

was to investigate the extent to which that individuality was

a function of differences in spectral characteristics versus

differences in temporal characteristics. To accomplish this,

the structure of the underlying HMM was systematically

adjusted to vary the number of states, representative of tem-

poral model complexity, and the number of mixtures in each

state’s GMM, representative of spectral model complexity.

In the limit, a HMM with a single state is equivalent to a

direct statistical classifier with a single GMM representing

the overall average spectral characteristics without consider-

ation of temporal pattern. Similarly, a HMM with multiple

states but only a single Gaussian per state primarily focuses

on the temporal pattern of the vocalization rather than fine

details of the spectral characteristics. In the limiting case for

both variables, a single-state single Gaussian HMM becomes

a simple statistical classifier over average feature character-

istics for the whole vocalization.

In the individual identification experiments imple-

mented in this work, five-fold cross validation was used to

split training and testing data. The full data set was split into

five individual subsets, each containing one-fifth of the

vocalizations from each individual, selected randomly. Clas-

sification was implemented five separate times, each time

training on four subsets, or 80% of the data, and testing on

the remaining subset, 20% of the data. This protocol ensures

that all classification results were calculated from unseen

data not used for training, while allowing for a larger train-

ing set size in each run.

The upper limit in terms of number of states or mixtures

that can be reasonably considered is directly related to the

amount of training data. In order to ensure that the model is

sufficiently trained and results will be generalizable to new

unseen data, a sufficient number of signal frames is required

to estimate means and variances for each mixture in each

state. If the number of parameters is increased beyond this

point, the model will begin to overfit to the training data, and

test set accuracy will begin to decrease. From Table I it can

be seen that in this data set the minimum number of frames

for an individual is about 1400, with approximately 80%

used for training in any experimental run (depending on indi-

vidual vocalization lengths, since cross-validation data splits

were across files). Using the guideline that there should be at

least ten examples for any parameter to be estimated, the

total number of means to be estimated is equal to the number

of states multiplied times the number of mixtures, and

should not exceed approximately 100, e.g., 10 states with 10

mixtures each. In line with this, in these experiments the

number of states and mixtures are each varied between 1 and

12, and the results shown in Sec. III confirm that the test set

accuracy begins to drop once the number of parameters

exceeds this level. Investigating the results separately as

FIG. 2. Illustration of a HMM applied to vocalization modeling. HMM

states align to the observed frame-based features using a maximum likeli-

hood criterion, based on statistical transition and observation models.
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spectral modeling and temporal modeling complexity

increases is designed to lead to a better understanding of

whether individual differences are due to overall spectral or

temporal characteristics.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Qualitative visualization

1. Spectrograms and power spectra

The average fundamental frequency, f0, of the LDR

calls used in this study was approximately 150 Hz, and

the bulk of broadcast energy was contained in a band of

harmonically related frequency resonances ranging from

about 100 to 800 Hz. Figure 3 illustrates examples of six

individual tiger LDR waveforms with zoomed narrowband

spectrograms. All of the calls exhibit harmonic structure

and most energy is concentrated within lower frequencies.

There are clear differences in temporal pattern across

individuals, not only in terms of overall duration, but also

in terms of energy contours. Spectrograms within the cen-

ter portions of each call show clear differences in spectral

structure.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparative examples of LDR waveforms and zoomed narrow-band spectrograms for each individual in the study.
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2. Whole-vocalization measures

Table II contains average whole-vocalization measures

for the six individuals that were studied. The differences

shown correspond well to the observations of the time-series

and spectrograms in Fig. 3.

B. Statistical analysis

ANOVA analysis results are shown in Table III and

Fig. 4. The boxplot results in Fig. 4 helps illustrate the

degree of variation across individuals, leading to the corre-

sponding F ratios and p values in Table III. Since high F
ratios and small p values indicate highly significant differ-

ences across groups, this indicates that duration, min f0, and

average f0, are all highly statistically significant, while max

f0 is not.

To combine these statistical measures, a MANOVA was

implemented to consider duration, minimum f0, and average

f0 as a set of variables. The MANOVA results for these three

variables (d¼ 3) were p< 0.0001 for duration and min f0,

and p¼ 0.035 for average f0. These low p values indicate

that there is strong statistical significance across vocalizers

considering these three measures together.

To measure discriminative power, a DFA was imple-

mented. For reference, the discriminative power of each

individual measure taken separately ranges from a low of

23.0% (max f0) to a high of 58.1% (duration). Applying

DFA to all four parameters together results in a discrimina-

tion accuracy of 69.9%. Applying DFA to the three most sig-

nificant parameters, duration, min f0, and average f0, the

resulting accuracy drops slightly to 67.3%.

C. HMM classification

Results of the HMM classification system are shown in

Table IV. In the upper left, the baseline accuracy of 71.1% for

a single state and single mixture is only slightly higher than

the simple discriminant analysis from Sec. III B. Focusing on

the single-state case represented in the topmost row, it can be

seen that increasing spectral modeling complexity without

consideration of temporal pattern yields relatively little

improvement in identification accuracy, increasing to a maxi-

mum of 75.5%. In contrast, the single-mixture case repre-

sented in the leftmost column illustrates that increasing the

temporal resolution using a simple spectral model has more

significant impact on identification accuracy, increasing to

80.5% as the number of states increases. This general pattern

continues throughout the grid, improving slightly with increas-

ing mixtures and more rapidly with increasing states, to a max-

imum of 90.5% at 11 (or 12) states and 10 mixtures.

To maximize generalizability to new test sets and ensure

sufficient parameter training, the 10-state 10-mixture system

was selected as the final classification system, even though it

does not quite reach the highest level of accuracy. Past this

point the model complexity and number of parameters has

increased enough that there is a risk of some degree of over-

fitting, as discussed previously in Sec. II B 5 c. Overall, the

accuracies are robust over a fairly wide range of parameters,

exceeding 88% accuracy over the unseen test data in more

than 25 different model cases in the bottom right of the chart,

which suggests that the results are robust and likely general-

izable in a broader context.

Examining the final system accuracy in more detail,

Table V shows the corresponding confusion matrix for clas-

sification by a HMM with 10 states and 10 mixtures. In the

confusion matrix, the row represents the actual ID of all test

cases, while the column shows how these test cases were

classified, with correct classifications on the diagonal. For

visualization, the individuals are ordered to group them by

error pattern, with individuals having mutually common

identification errors highlighted in a block along the main di-

agonal. In this case it can be seen that confusions were high-

est between Tiger 2 and Tiger 6, representing 16 of the 36

total errors, and to a lesser extent between Tiger 4 and Tiger

5, representing 5 of the errors.

IV. DISCUSSION

Results of the ANOVA and MANOVA experiments

indicated that duration, min f0, and average f0, were statisti-

cally significant factors in the vocal differentiation of

TABLE II. Whole vocalization measures across all six individuals.

Tiger

ID

Average

duration (s)

Maximum

f0 (Hz)

Minimum

f0 (Hz)

Average

f0 (Hz)

1 1.15 298 89 161

2 1.63 386 90 190

3 1.53 366 56 169

4 1.99 253 51 143

5 1.44 201 52 149

6 1.96 398 112 186

TABLE III. ANOVA F statistics and p values showing discriminability for

duration, maximum f0, minimum f0, and average f0 measures.

ANOVA

results Duration

Maximum

f0 (Hz)

Minimum

f0 (Hz)

Average

f0 (Hz)

F ratio 58.3 0.46 13.2 15.2

p value p< 0.0001 0.81 p< 0.0001 p< 0.0001

FIG. 4. (Color online) Boxplots for each of the four whole vocalization

measures showing median, upper and lower quartile, and dynamic range.
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individual tigers. The primary conclusion of the HMM stud-

ies is that the temporal patterns of the vocalizations are the

single biggest factor in increasing individual discrimination

accuracy. Incorporating both higher temporal resolution by

increasing the number of states and more detailed spectral

modeling by increasing the number of mixtures leads to a

final accuracy of 90.2%. This corresponds to a relative error

reduction of more than two-thirds, compared to the original

DFA result of 69.9%. This conclusion also matches the find-

ings associated with the whole-vocalization measures, in

which the temporal characteristic of duration was the most

discriminating of those measures. Several other studies have

also found that that signal duration is a vocal parameter that

cannot only be related to individuality, but may also encode

contextual information such as emotion and stress (Janik

et al., 1994; Lengagne et al., 1997). Examining the individ-

ual waveforms and spectrograms from Fig. 3, along with the

final confusion matrix results of Table V, it is interesting to

compare those individuals exhibiting the highest degree of

confusion, Tiger 1 and Tiger 6, and note that the temporal

similarities can be seen directly from the waveform

examples.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the individuality of

LDRs produced by tigers from both a qualitative and quanti-

tative perspective and identified which vocal characteristics

have the biggest impact in differentiating individuals within

that context. Results from all the experiments clearly indi-

cate the presence of vocal individuality for this call type, and

suggest that the temporal pattern is the biggest factor in dif-

ferentiation. The final identification accuracy of the system

is 90.2% using a 10-mixture 10-state HMM with frame-

based GFCC features.
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